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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2009099323A1] A receiving gutter (10) provided with a siphon system (100) is described, comprising: a pipe coupling piece (200)
comprising a transfer pipe segment (210) with an entrance end (212) and a pipe part (211), wherein the transfer pipe segment (210) at the entrance
end is provided with a mounting flange (213) having a coupling face (215) at its side directed away from the pipe part; a collecting tray (400) with
a passage opening (407) formed in a side wall (402) and provided with a connection flange (410) having a coupling face (415) at its side directed
away from the tray; coupling means (216) designed for coupling the connection flange of the collecting tray to the mounting flange of the transfer
pipe segment, which coupling means allow a vertical displacement of the collecting tray; and wherein the collecting tray by means of a sliding
movement directed downwards can be brought from a discoupled position to a position coupled to the mounting flange, in which coupled position
the transfer opening communicates with the transfer pipe segment and in which the coupling faces are connected to each other in a water-tight
manner.
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